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Abstract. The integration of multiple network access technologies in
the terminal is one of the most important trends in 4G networks. This
integration places telecommunications service providers, and in particu-
lar operators, under the significant challenge of being able to transform
their services in order to adapt them to a great variety of delivery con-
texts. This paper describes a generic methodology for the adaptation of
telecommunications services provided in the context of an operator. A
number of scenarios are examined which show how Parlay middleware
can be used by trusted service providers to easily access network re-
sources and context information for enhancing location-based and adapt-
able multimedia telecommunications services.
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1 Introduction

In the recent years, telecommunications have evolved to a new and highly com-
petitive environment, especially for communications service providers. Factors
such as the convergence between fixed and mobile networks, between broad-
cast and communications, and between mobile and Internet led to the need of
seamless service provision across different types of networks and totally indepen-
dent of terminal technologies. This independence requirement gains particular
importance in the provision of next generation services, characterized not only
by location based features, but also by context-aware features, multimedia con-
tents and user mobility. The acceptability of new services will only be effective
if the user has the possibility to access them anywhere, in any technological cir-
cumstances, even in roaming scenarios. This user requirement places multimedia
service providers under the significant challenge of being able to transform their
services in order to adapt them to a great variety of delivery contexts.

This paper presents a generic adaptation methodology suitable to adapt
telecommunications services to different access mechanisms and connectivity ca-
pabilities. The adaptation methodology, introduced in the following section, is
based mainly on two fundamental constructions: the Multimedia Presentation



Model (MModel) and media adapters. The former enables a device independent
specification of the user interface, including the modelization of time-based fea-
tures. Media adapters basically enable the materialization of the user interface
specification in the most suitable format for a particular user context.

The integration of context information in telecommunications services and
the development of context-sensitive applications have grown enormously in the
present decade, mainly due to the increase mobility of users and to the research
activities on ubiquitous and pervasive computing. We follow the approach of di-
rectly accessing user context information managed by network operators, using
the open middleware offered by Parlay. Parlay APIs and Web services are de-
signed to enable the creation of telecommunications applications outside the tra-
ditional network space and business model. Network operators consider Parlay a
promising architecture to stimulate the development of Web service applications
by third party providers, which may not necessarily be experts in telecommu-
nications. This approach is currently promoted in the telecommunications field,
namely by the 3GPP IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) standardization effort [1].

To explore the advantages of the adaptation methodology to produce mul-
timedia services adapted to the user context, the paper presents in Section 3 a
media adapter targeted to the SMIL language. In Section 4 we evaluate the pro-
posed adaptation methodology using a case study service. We detail in several
scenarios how this service uses the Parlay middleware to easily access network re-
sources and information. In Section 5 we compare our approach for the dynamic
adaptation of multimedia services with some related work. The paper finalizes
reporting the main conclusions in Section 6.

2 A methodology for the adaptation of

telecommunications services

The adaptation methodology presented in this section is based on the MModel,
an abstract construction that holds an XML description of the user interface,
including the complete list of available user interactions [2]. The objective is to
create a mediator (the Adaptation System), between the service and the user,
to manage all user interactions with the service. According to the actual service
session parameters, the conversion of the MModel to a specific format and the
adaptation of service contents to the right media type is achieved through specific
implementations of the media adapter entity.

Fig. 1 places the Adaptation System into the IMS layer architecture. The
Adaptation System and the Parlay Gateway, both positioned in the middleware
layer, help applications, seen in this context as telecommunications services, to
abstract from the below network infrastructure, which can involve completely
different access technologies, such as WLAN, UMTS or circuit-switched net-
works. During the service adaptation process, the Adaptation System interacts
with the Parlay Gateway, taking advantage of the functionalities offered by the
Parlay APIs and Web services, as will be described later in Section 4.
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Fig. 1. IMS layer architecture.

Each Adaptation Session is composed by two objects: the MModel, which can
be seen as the representation of a service on the adaptation system side; and the
Interpreter, which can be seen as a mediator between the Media Adapter and
the Service Listener.

The user, after accessing his service provider, interacts with the portal ap-
plication and chooses to use a service that he has previously subscribed. This
interaction is transmitted to the Portal Listener, which triggers the creation of a
new service session manager on the adaptation system side. This service session
manager communicates with the service provider that offers the chosen service
so that a service session manager on the service provider side and the associated
listener can be also created (see Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. Service adaptation cycle.

The Service Listener is responsible for filling the MModel object with the user
interface specification. This specification is usually divided into several parts,
corresponding to the several views of the user interface. With the MModel set



on the adaptation system, the service adaptation process starts, following a cycle
approach (see Fig. 2). In each step, the adaptation is only carried out over one of
the MModel parts. For that, the Service Listener sets the focus on the MModel

part that should be adapted before it requests the Interpreter to interpret this
part.

When the user receives a new interface in the terminal device, he has the
opportunity to interact with it, leading the service to evolve to a new state.
Each user interaction is characterized by the possible inputs introduced by the
user and the order to go to a new state, typically represented by the reference
of the interaction element. The Interpreter is the object that communicates
the interaction description to the Service Listener. Using a parser, the Service

Listener decodes the interaction and routes it to the right method of the service
logic, which will process it and trigger the appropriate internal actions to answer
the user interaction. Independently of the service, these changes in the service
state will lead to an update of the MModel object, integrating the changes in
the service state. The Service Listener sends a new user interface specification
to the MModel and set the focus on the MModel part that it wants to be active.

3 The SMIL adapter

This section presents a media adapter prototype specifically designed to enable
the introduction of multimedia contents and to support time-based features in
telecommunications services [3]. The objective was to specify and develop a
media adapter that should produce a final form user interface from an input
interface specification defined using the MModel format. In what concerns the
output format, the media adapter should produce information in an interactive
multimedia format, targeted to the Web. We chose SMIL, a language defined
by the World Wide Web consortium (W3C), which enables the specification of
multimedia presentations for delivery over the Web [4]. The choice of SMIL had
the additional advantage of allow an easy mapping with the MModel due to its
XML-based structure.

The adaptation methodology proposed by us prescribes the definition of the
user interface structure as the initial point of the adaptation process, correspon-
ding to the instantiation of the MModel object. Then, the interface structure is
maintained stable during the different methodology phases, having no influence
on the dynamic change of the user interface during the service session lifetime.
External factors, such as the device characteristics, the network bandwidth con-
ditions or the user available time, have a much more active role in the user
interface dynamic generation. Since in mobile computing, the user context in-
formation is very dynamic by nature, the capability to dynamically detect this
information at the beginning of each adaptation cycle is decisive to achieve ac-
ceptable results with the adaptation methodology.



3.1 Gathering the user context

The SMIL Media Adapter follows the approach of using the Parlay middleware to
obtain user context related information directly from the network [5]. The Parlay
Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) are a standardization effort carried
out by the Parlay Group since 1998. These APIs enable application developers to
access telecom network capabilities through an open interface. The final objective
is to open up the network resources to trusted parties, such as service developers,
content providers and service aggregators. The Parlay Group started in 2000 an
update of their APIs to become Web services, with the intention of migrating
to the all-IP convergence approach started at that time.

The appropriate Parlay APIs and Web services for obtaining the desired
context information are: the Terminal Capabilities API, wich enables an appli-
cation to synchronously retrieve the terminal capabilities of a specific terminal,
as a CC/PP profile [6]; the Terminal Status and Location Web Services, which
provide terminal status and location services, allowing applications to obtain the
geographical location and the status (e.g., reachable or busy) of fixed, mobile and
IP based telephony users; the Connectivity Manager API, which allows applica-
tions to constantly and efficiently obtain QoS monitoring information concerning
the network conditions of user connections to service providers (restricted to an
enterprise scale); and the Presence Web Service, which offers a synchronous and
an asynchronous approach for obtaining presence and availability information.

3.2 SMIL generation process

The SMIL Media Adapter uses the XSL Transformations (XSLT) [7] of the
Extensible Stylesheet Language (XSL), which is a language specified by the
W3C consortium for defining XML documents transformations and presenta-
tions. XSLT allows the specification, in a standardized way, of functional trans-
formations from one XML tree to another, which are specified in a document
usually known as a style sheet. The SMIL Media Adapter defines one such style
sheet, which establishes the transformation rules from the MModel XML tree to
the SMIL XML tree. The use of a relatively simple approach for transforming
the MModel specification into a concrete delivery format using a XSLT trans-
formation is driven by the guarantee that the calculations for the visual layout
and timing of the media items produces an interface MModel tree that is known
to meet the current user context, as will be detailed later in this section.

Currently, most of the time-based formats are presentation formats. The
SMIL was built as a Web presentation language, which supports hyperlinks to
different parts of the presentation or to any external destination URI [8]. A draw-
back of the SMIL language is the lack of support for input processing (usually
designated as forms processing in the Web world). The SMIL linking elements
are not a suitable choice to manage user interactions over a SMIL interface,
since they are interpreted directly by the SMIL player, at the client side, being
completely hidden from the service provider, which is not desirable in a service
provision context. The intrinsic lack of support for forms processing should not



be seen as a real drawback of the SMIL language, since currently the focus of
W3C specifications is to separate the forms processing from specific languages,
creating a standardizing way of treating them. This standardization effort is
materialized into the XForms standard [9], which may be considered as an au-
tonomous module that contains forms semantic-related XML elements and at-
tributes and should be integrated in different XML based languages, such as
SMIL, extending these languages.

The SMIL Media Adapter internally uses the constraints theory to establish
dependencies between user interface variables according to the user context in-
formation gathered. The main idea behind the constraint-based approach for the
automatic generation of multimedia presentations is to use a constraint solver
system to determine one (preferably the best) solution for a set of variables that
are interrelated by constraints.

The constraint solver system chosen to be used in the context of the SMIL

Media Adapter was the ECLiPSe constraint logic programming system [10],
which not only offers a Java interface, but also the possibility to define applica-
tion dependent constraints, which is a very useful feature for multimedia appli-
cations, where the relations between the different interveners cannot be easily

specified using typical numerical domains constraints. In addiction, ECLiPSe

supports the backtracking and unification features of logic programming, com-
bining them with the domain reduction properties of constraint programming,
resulting in what is usually called a Constraint Logic Programming (CLP) sys-
tem. The use of the backtracking mechanism gives a dynamic characteristic to
the specification of constraints. Alternative constraints can be specified when an
initial constraint causes a failure, preventing the application from crashing or
not providing any information.

The communication between the ECLiPSe system and the SMIL Media

Adapter is made through a queue mechanism provided by the ECLiPSe/Java
interface (see Fig. 3). Two information queues are defined (ToEclipseQueue and
FromEclipseQueue), which allow the SMIL Media Adapter to respectively send

to and retrieve information from the ECLiPSe.
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Fig. 3. Communication with the constraints solver system.



When the internal ECLiPSe Constraint Solver Libraries find a solution for
the constraint problem, the SMIL Media Adapter extracts it and updates the
MModel focused part, namely with the spatial and temporal values found for
each media item.

4 Parlay middleware usage scenarios

As a proof of the concept we have implemented a prototype service with the
objective of evaluating the most relevant research aspects proposed in this paper.
An overview of the Customer Care service in presented in Fig. 4, which clearly
shows one of the characteristics that is addressed by this service: the service
ubiquitous access in terms of terminals and networks.
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Fig. 4. Overview of the Customer Care service.

The Customer Care service suitability for evaluating the use of telecom-
munications middleware in the service adaptation to the user context is directly
related with the two features provided by the service: interactive tutorials, where
the user interactively accesses information about products and services of a
given supplier, organized as tutorials; and online help, where the user requests
the establishment of an audio or videoconference with one of the available on-
line operators. The multimedia flavor of the interactive tutorials enables the
demonstration of the media adaptation to different terminals and networks used
to access the service. The multi-party characteristic of the online help feature
enables the demonstration of network transparency and service adaptation to
location information, through the use of Parlay middleware.

4.1 Call establishment scenario

This scenario happens when a user requests online help from the Customer Care

service. Initially, the service uses the Parlay Terminal Status Web service to



determine the reachable online operators (see Fig. 5). Then, using the Terminal
Location Web service, the Customer Care service determines the nearest avai-
lable operator and send him an SMS, using the SMS Web service, notifying him
of the user request.
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Fig. 5. Parlay terminal status(a), terminal location(b) and SMS(c) Web services usage.

In the end of the scenario, the service transparently establishes a call between
the user and the operator, using the Third Party Call Web service (see Fig. 6).
The choice of calling the nearest available operator enables the reduction of the
connection cost, which is an advantage for the user.
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Fig. 6. Parlay third party call Web service usage.

4.2 Multimedia adaptation scenario

This scenario happens when the user requests to access a product tutorial. The
service initially uses the Parlay Terminal Capabilities API for obtaining the
terminal characteristics, such as the screen dimensions and the audio capabili-
ties (see Fig. 7). With this information, the Customer Care service adapts the
SMIL product tutorial accordingly.

When the terminal is a laptop, the produced presentation has the spatial
layout displayed in Fig. 7. In this case, no adaptation was performed, since the
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Fig. 7. Parlay terminal capabilities API usage.

amount of text and the picture dimensions were all appropriate to fit in the screen
dimensions. A different situation occurred when the terminal is a PDA, although
the overall presentation structure shown in Fig. 7 is maintained. In this case, a
primary adaptation operation is performed over text objects, adjusting the font
size to an appropriate value, taking into account the small screen dimensions.
Then, because the width of some pictures of the tutorial is larger than the screen
width, this fact forces the SMIL Media Adapter to adapt them, requesting the
use of an image resize media adapter. The resize is performed if the percentage of
the reduction does not go beyond a specified threshold, which is defined as a limit
to preserve information consistency. If a specific picture needs a resize greater
than the mentioned threshold, the SMIL Media Adapter takes the decision to
drop it from the tutorial presentation.

As result of analysis, the approach based on the use of dynamic constraints,
promoted by the SMIL Media Adapter, performs well with respect to the most
common terminals that support multimedia presentations, guaranteeing consis-
tent tutorial presentations even in the face of terminals with less capabilities.

5 Related Work

The work on the MModel can be seen as parallel to the definition of the User
Interface Markup Language (UIML) [11], which is a declarative language, cur-
rently being standardized by OASIS, that derives its syntax from XML and
enables the description of device-independent user interfaces. In contrast with
UIML, the definition of the MModel did not have the ambition of being a stan-
dardized way to define user interfaces but only had the objective of defining a
model simple enough to demonstrate the adaptation methodology.



In recent years, some research projects have been dedicated to the deve-
lopment of multimedia presentation systems following the constraint-based ap-
proach. Cuypers [12] is a research prototype system for the generation of Web-
based multimedia presentations. Although our work was greatly inspired by this
system, mainly because the system is designed to operate in the context of a
client/server architecture and also because it is mostly targeted to the Web
environment, the two approaches have differences. The most relevant is the dy-
namic integration of context information in the user interface generation process,
promoted by the adaptation methodology proposed in this paper.

The integration of context information in telecommunications services and
the development of context-sensitive applications have grown enormously in the
present decade, mainly due to the increase mobility of users and to the research
activities on ubiquitous and pervasive computing. The SmartRoutaari [13] is a
sound example of a context-sensitive system. SmartRotuaari is operational at the
city center of Oulu, in Northern Finland, and comprises of a wireless multiac-
cess network (WLAN, GPRS and EDGE), a middleware architecture for service
provisioning, a Web portal with content provider interface and a collection of
functional context-aware mobile multimedia services. The contextual informa-
tion gathered by the SmartRoutaari system include the time, the location, the
weather, the user preferences and the presence status. In contrast with our ap-
proach, the SmartRoutaari solution for gathering user context information is
proprietary and has no facilities for the seamless expansion with independent
third party services. This approach is not in line with the current standardiza-
tion activities on telecommunications service provision, namely the 3GPP IMS
standardization effort, which promotes the use of open APIs, such as Parlay, for
opening operator networks to trusted third parties.

6 Conclusions

The work presented in this paper is a proposal to solve the problem of the
dynamic adaptation of multimedia services. We presented a generic adapta-
tion methodology suitable for the adaptation of telecommunications services.
The methodology follows the single source, multiple deliveries approach, using a
conceptual model (the MModel) for the user interface specification. The MModel

enables a device independent specification of multimedia user interfaces, promo-
ting a clear separation between service structure and service presentation. This
model should be seen as a powerful way for the rapid construction of context
independent representations of multimedia user interfaces, which should then be
materialized into the most suitable formats.

We presented the most important implementation aspects of a media adapter

prototype (the SMIL Media Adapter) specifically designed to enable the intro-
duction of multimedia contents and to support time-based features in telecom-
munications services targeted to be used in the Web context. The SMIL Media

Adapter relies on the use of open middleware, such as the Parlay APIs and
Web services, to detect user contextual changes in mobile environments, which



include the physical properties of the user terminal, the network state and the
user location. These changes are then used to generate a set of constraints that
the user interface should satisfy so that it may be properly displayed in the
current conditions.
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